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The first operation of adsorption on leaf surfaces in spray is drop sticking. In the water wettability of the surfaces, the sticking of 
the drops has a great importance. Drop contact angle, contact height, and contact diameter values in the third and tenth seconds 
were measured with Drop Shape Analysis 10 device to determine adsorption, spreading, and sticking levels by applying mixtures 
of ten surface active substances including different contents with pure water to different leaf surfaces. The adsorption and sticking 
rates of the drops they formed on different leaf surfaces were determined for the time they are obtained from the data obtained in 
both time periods. Furthermore, the spreading rates of the mixtures prepared by taking into account the change rates during the last 
seven seconds between these two periods were determined as the sticking rate. Coating shares related to covering rates of different 
surface active substances with different surface properties on the surface of leaves were evaluated as possible work success according 
to the adsorption, spreading and sticking levels anticipated in spraying. According to their results on the application surfaces, surface 
active substances and leaves were evaluated statistically by the SPSS 15 program in terms of their similar properties. It has been 
found that surface active substance mixtures with sodium carboxymethylcellulose and carboxymethylcellulose contents had the largest 
drop contact angles and contact heights with the smallest drop contact diameters on the leaf surfaces, and a negative impact on the 
adsorption performance as they spread very little over seven seconds. It has been determined that drops with surface active substance 
including trisiloxane + allyloxypolyethyleneglycol and alcoholethoxylate, alkylphenolethoxylate have formed the smallest contact 
angles, minimum drop heights and largest contact diameters on the surface of the leaves, as well as increased adsorption and sticking 
by spreading rapidly for seven seconds.

In characterizing the properties of different surfaces, the use of contact angle data on these surfaces of drops formed with different 
liquids is common. However, the determination of the contact heights of the drops on the surface and the change in the time, and 
the determination of the contact diameters of the drops formed on the contact surfaces and the examination of the change rates 
with time can give results that will make the surface characterization meaningful. The spray performance in the application of 
pesticides is increased by the additives added to the spraying liquid.

The goal in a spray is to break up the liquid into drops, to transport the drops to the target, to deposit the drops onto the target 
surface, and to provide a high level of biological activity [1].

The area covered by the spray drop on the surface deposited depends on the diameter of the drop, the surface tension and the 
properties of the leaf surface [2]. When a drop is applied to leaf surface, this drop either adsorbs to the surface or splashes back, 
splits, is reshaped, spreads, or flows. The total amount of spray held by the leaf can be quite different from the sticking amount of 
initially sprayed drops. The amount of adsorption is also affected by the surface and structure of the leaf.

In order to be able to say that a surface is wettable, the contacting liquid must spread to the surface in such a way that it does not 
form a drop. The contact angle of the drop on the solid surface is used to define the relative grade of the interaction of the liquid 
with the solid surface [3-6]. Drop contact angle tests are implemented as a simple method to measure the wettability of different 
plant species [7].

The surface active substance is used to help drops to spread over a larger area and adsorb better on the leaf by reducing the surface 
tension effect of the liquid. Surface active substances increase adsorption of drops on plant surfaces by reducing surface tension [8,9].
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It is found that nonionic surface tension reducers improved the accumulation, adsorption, drop covering amount and sticking on 
the leaves when they were added to spray mixtures [21,22].

It has been stated that the first treatment of the adsorption of the spray liquid is the drop sticking. At the wettability of the surfaces 
with water, the sticking of the drops at the beginning has a great effect [23].

 In determining the activities of pesticides, evaluations are made according to the contact angles of the drops applied to the target 
surface at any time obtained by the two-dimensional image processing devices. This approach, where incomplete and sometimes 
erroneous results are obtained, is believed to be useful in achieving more realistic results with contact angle measurements and 
contact diameters, and evaluations combined with contact height data at least until the use of three-dimensional image processing 
devices has begun. In this study, it has been tried to determine the potentials of the target leaf surfaces and the physicochemical 
properties of the spray to affect the applications of pesticides over time. For this purpose, the interaction levels between leaf 
surfaces and surface active substances were investigated by observing changes over time in contact angles, contact heights and 
contact diameter values of drops formed from the mixtures in determining the spreading and adhesiveness properties written on 
surface active substances sold in the market.

Surface active substances used in the studies are given in Table 1 by their product nomenclature codes instead of trade names 
so that the results obtained do not affect any legal consequences. Five of them are Anionic and others have a Nonionic chemical 
structure. Application concentrations of surface active substances are ranged in 0.2-1 mL.L-1.

Drop Shape Analysis 10 (DSA 10) manufactured by Krüss company was used in determining the values such as the surface tension 
and the drop contact angles, the drop contact height, the contact diameter and the covering rate of spreader adhesives used in the 
research (Table 1).

The surface tensions of ten surface active substances studied were determined after mixing with pure water according to their 
label values. Each of the mixtures was applied ten times to find the contact angles on different leaf surfaces for determining their 
behaviors on seven different leaf surfaces. Values such as contact angles, covering areas, drop contact height, contact diameter data 
of drops formed are recorded for the third and tenth seconds, and the experiments were carried out accordingly. Depending on 
the drop height and the drop diameter results created by the drops on the surface within three seconds, evaluations were made 
as to adsorb the leaf surfaces or to flow over the surfaces. For seven seconds between the third and tenth seconds, the amounts of 
spreading and sticking were determined from the contact angles and covering rates of the drops adsorbed to the leaf surface.

Organosilicon surface tension reducers have been reported to increase the spread and adhesion (wetting) of the application of 
pesticides to leaf surfaces due to their high surface activity [19,20].

By addition of surface active substances, small drops are determined to be more effectively held and spread than large drops. When 
surface active substances are used, it has been reported that intake of pesticides from the drops to the leaves and the biological 
activity of the active ingredients are improved [10-14].

It has also been reported that the dimensions of spray drops have been changed by surface active substances [15-18].

The Purpose and Importance of the Study

Surface Active Ingredients used in the study 

Materials and Methods

Product Effective Substance Concentration1[mL L-1] Structure 

A Fatty acid and polyalcohol 2,5 Aniyonik 

B Sodiumcarboxilmetylcelulos 0,3 Aniyonik 

C Sodiumcarboxilmetylcelulos 0,5 Aniyonik 

D Rosin 1 Noniyonik 

E Sodium dicotyl sulfosuccinate 0,5 Aniyonik 

F Trisiloxane alkoxylates 0,4 Noniyonik 

G Polyalkaleneoxide-heptamethyl 
Trisiloxane, Allyloxypolyethyleneglycol 0,2 Noniyonik 

H Carboxymethylcelluse 1 Aniyonik 

İ Alcohol ethoxylate, alkylphenol 
ethoxylate 1 Noniyonik 

J Alkilpoliglikoleter 0,5 Noniyonik 
1Concentration with pure water according to label value
Table 1: Effective materials, label doses and ion constructions of surface active substances used in experiments
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The contact heights of the liquids dropped on the leaf surfaces were primarily determined for the third second. The same operations 
were performed for the tenth second, and the average of the changes in height values between the two times was determined. 
Changes in the ability to stick have been obtained by examining the amount of decrease in height over the elapsed period of seven 
seconds as the rate of spreading of drops on the surface.

In the determination of the effectiveness of the prepared mixtures, the change in contact diameters over time on the leaf surfaces 
was evaluated as the spreading of drops on the surface.

In the determination of the effectiveness of the prepared mixtures, the change in contact diameters over time on the leaf surfaces 
was evaluated as the spreading properties of different leaf surfaces. By making the necessary analyses, coating shares related to 
covering rates of different surface active substances with different surface properties on the surfaces were evaluated as possible 
work success according to the spreading and sticking levels anticipated in spraying. It was tried to determine the similar properties 
of the surface active substance mixtures according to the results they formed on the application surfaces, and having evaluated the 
obtained results in terms of these properties, necessary groupings were made.

All observational results obtained in this study were conducted with version 15 of the SPSS statistical program. In comparison of 
the obtained results, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to determine the normal distribution of the parameters to be analyzed 
and it was determined that the data showed normal distribution. One-way variance analysis by making homogeneity tests of the 
data. It was performed for 95% confidence interval according to the Tukey comparison test.

Surface Tensions of Mixtures Prepared with Surfactants, It has been determined in Table 2 that surface tensions of surfactants 
have very close values to each other and show little change. Among them, the largest surface tension belongs to the C additive 
substance and the lowest surface tension belongs to the E surface active substance. However, it has been observed that their 
solutions, which were prepared by diluting the additives with pure water according to the recommendations on the labels on 
their packages, increased the surface tension values of most of them. The surface tension values of H and C adjuvants were found 
to be at pure water surface tension level. It is understood that the mixtures formed with these two surfactants do not lower the 
surface tension values, i.e. they do not affect the physical properties of the water used as the carrier, nor do they change the factors 
that affect the formation of the drop. It has been reported in their labels that the adjuvants B, C and H given in Table 1 consist of 
carboxymethylcellulose and sodium carboxymethylcellulose components. It can be said that this ineffectiveness is mainly due to 
the cellulose derivative properties of products B, C and H. At surface tensions of mixtures prepared at 0.3, 0.5 and 1 mL.L-1 rates 
respectively with these additives of cellulose derivative, it was observed that there was an increase rather than a decrease depending 
on the increasing concentration. This result is consistent with the knowledge that cellulosic additives are used as viscosity and 146 
texture promoter [24]. It has been reported that the product I, whose effective substances are alcoholethoxylate and alkylphenol 
ethoxylate, has been used for many years as a good cleaner among surface tension reducers in the cleaning industry as well as in 
many sectors. However, it is also recommended some alkylphenol ethoxylates are toxic to fish, birds and mammals, and alternative 
surface tension reducers should be used [25].

Evaluation of Data

Surfactant
Suggested 

Dosage 
[mL L-1]

Product Surface 
Tension 

[mN m-1] 

Surface Tension in 
Mixture with Water 

[mN m-1] 

A 2,5 24,47 26,92c 

B 0,3 25,12 62,51g 

C 0,5 37,04 73,29h 

D 1 29,29 49,24f 

E 0,5 20,87 41,94e 

F 0,4 28,17 25,23b 

G 0,2 24,54 20,21a 

H 1 24,53 73,51h 

İ 1 22,21 27,49c 

J 0,5 29,55 35,64d 

Pure Water - 73,21 - 
The difference between the same letters in the column is insignificant at P < 0.05
Table 2: Surface tension values of spreader-adhesives and changes in surface tensions

Results 

Generally, when Table 2 is evaluated, it is observed that non-ionic surface active substances have higher surface tension than anionic 
additives. It has been determined that the product A, which contains Fatty acid and polyalcohol compound in its anionic additives, 
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reduced the surface tension of the resulting mixture most. It has been reported that the fatty acids assessed in biological surface 
active substances reduce water surface tension from 72 mN m-1 to 27 mN m-1. [26,27], In their research, they reported that the 
surface tension of water and alcohol mixtures was around 20 mN m-1 at different concentrations and due to different measurement 
methods. E surfactant having the lowest surface tension in the second order with 49, 24 mN m-1 within anionic additives consists 
of sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate composition. Surface tension reducers with the active ingredient Sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate 
is recommended for use with insects which are hard to control such as red spider, cochineal, nematode, which have advantages 
such as dissolution and thinning of the protective layer on harmful insects and allowing the pesticides to work easily due to its 
chitin dissolution property. It has been reported that the surface tension values of mixtures with a concentration of 2% and above 
are measured as low as 27 mN m-1 in the studies with different trademarked surface active substances carrying sodium dioctyl 
sulfosuccinate as the active ingredient [28]. In this study, the surface tension was measured by preparing a mixture according to 
the 0.5 mL.L-1 dose indicated on the label of the surfactant E. According to other researches, it can be said that keeping the dosage 
lowered causes the surface tension to rise to a higher value (Table 2).

Drop Contact Angle Findings, in Figure 1, leaf surfaces show statistically different results from each other according to the contact 
angles they form. According to the drop contact angle behaviors of the leaves, Citrus lemon leaf has the lowest values in terms of 
the contact angle formed on its surface. Temeldaş M has found a similar result related to this in his research [29]. It can be said 
that Citrus lemon leaves are more hydrophilic due to the high energy they have. Citrus sinensis, Habiscus esculentus and Capsicum 
annum plants were analyzed as plants whose data on contact angles formed on their leaves produced efficacious results on the 
second order. It has been determined that the values of the contact angle formed on the surface of Lycopersicon esculentum leaf are 
most effective on the third degree of freedom, while Vitis vinifera formed the highest contact angle on its leaf surface. It can be said 
that having a lower surface energy of Vitis vinifera leaves leads to formation of large contact angles. For this reason, it is understood 
that it shows a hydrophobic character and affects the formation of large contact angle. Gaskin RE et al. have found similar results 
in two different studies [7].

As can be seen from the graph in Figure 1, it is understood that mixtures with surfactants G, A, I, and F that tend to stick more 
to the leaf surface over time among the additives exhibiting behaviors that surface active substances form on the surface of the 
leaves will positively affect the pesticide performance. It is known that these four additives are mixtures with the lowest surface 
tension. In the determination of the amount of adsorption, spreading and sticking of surfactant mixtures on different surfaces, the 
levels of change in the contact angles measured on the third and tenth seconds on the leaf surfaces are examined over two times 
interval, and average values obtained after seven seconds are given in Figure 1. Accordingly, it is understood that the mixture 
prepared with B, C and H shows similar behaviors on different surfaces. All three surfactants are composed of active cellulosic 
ingredient. Furthermore, mixtures with the highest surface tension were formed with these three adjuvants. So, it is understood 
that such additives show negative behaviors against spreading on different surfaces for certain periods. These drops, which protect 
their spherical form, have been evaluated to cause flow losses by not being able to adsorb to the surface during application. It is 
understood that the use of such additives should be treated selectively taking into account other parameters.

In comparison of the averages shown in Figure 2 in terms of the leaves, the contact angle changes at the end of seven seconds of the 
leaf surfaces formed statistically significant differences. On the surfaces of Citrus sinensis, Vitis vinifera, Citrus lemon, there were 
the leaves forming the lowest angle changes. Angle formation and variation are affected at different levels by the different properties 
of surfaces applied. It is known that this interaction is under the influence of many factors such as the relationship between the 
static electric charge of the surfaces and the application liquid load, the pH level, the chemical structures of the surfaces and 
the application liquid, and the new bonds, the moisture level, the temperature, the presence of hairs on the surface, the surface 
roughness that occur as a result of the influence of these structures on each other. On the other hand, Solanum melongena L. and 
Habiscus esculentus leaf have formed a different group by providing more angle change. In Figure 2, although Citrus lemon and 
Citrus sinensis seem to give different results, it is understood that the leaves of these products, which are in the same family, produce 
approximate results.

Figure 1: On the leaf surfaces of surfactants average contact angles, they created in the 3rd 
second (0). The difference between the same letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level 
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Drop Contact Height Findings, Mixtures of pure water, C, B, and H formed the largest contact heights created in the third second 
by drops on the surface of the leaves given in Figure 3. We can say that these cellulosic products, which have the highest surface 
tensions, both reduce adsorption, delay sticking and promote the formation of drops more prone to flow by stimulating the 
formation of high contact angle of the application drops on different leaf surfaces. These mixtures were followed by E and J 
surfactant mixtures, respectively, to obtain drop heights with intermediate values. It has been observed that these mixtures have 
created moderate levels of surface tension. The lowest contact heights among the surfactants were created by G, A and I surfactants. 
These mixtures can be said to be the products that maximize the change of height on the leaf surfaces with the lowest surface 
tensions, in other words, that increase the sticking most. In Figure 3, it is observed that the drop heights formed on Vitis vinifera 
leaf surfaces are the greatest. It is understood that Citrus sinensis, Lycopersicon esculentum and Habiscus esculentus leaves have 
relatively low drop heights. The minimum drop heights were obtained on the leaf surfaces of Citrus lemon, Solanum melongena L. 
and Capsicum annum.

According to Figure 4, it can be seen that the G and F surfactants exhibit a favorable performance in terms of reduction in average 
contact height at the end of the tenth second. It is understood that the surfactants A and B also show rapid spreading and the 
solutions to be prepared with these surfactants will increase their effectiveness during application. It can be said that these four 
surfactants are the mixtures with the lowest surface tension, so they provide the lowest contact heights in the tenth second. This 
sequence was followed by the decreasing heights of the drops from the mixtures produced from additives D, E and J. On the 

Figure 3: On the leaf surfaces of surfactants average contact heights (mm) they created 
in the 3rd second. The difference between the same letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level

Figure 4: Decrease amounts of average contact height in 7 seconds on leaf surfaces of 
surfactants (mm). The difference between the same letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level

Figure 2: Average reduction amount in angles they created in 7 seconds on the leaf surfaces 
of surfactants (0). The difference between the letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level
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contrary, it has been determined that the minimum height reduction is attributed to the drops obtained from mixtures made 
with pure water, C, and H additives. It is understood that these mixtures determine the results with the highest surface tensions. 
Referring to Figure 4, it was determined that the leaf surface where the droplets obtained from the mixtures prepared with surface 
active substance collapsed the fastest belonged to the Habiscus esculentus plant, and the Lycopersicon esculentum leaf values were 
observed to have the second order importance. It can be deduced that plants with such leaves have made themselves more resistant 
to flow by allowing drops applied during spraying to stick more quickly to their surfaces. Capsicum annum and Solanum melongena 
L. plants have been seen in Figure to have a third-order importance in decreasing the height of the drops applied to their leaf 
surfaces. The decrease in drop heights on the surface of Vitis vinifera, Citrus lemon and Citrus sinensis leaves appears to be minimal.

The drop contact diameter values formed on the leaf surfaces are given in Figure 5. According to statistical analysis results in terms 
of contact diameter averages, it is understood that mixtures of G, A and I form the largest contact diameters and increase pesticide 
efficacy on the surface of leaves with a high covering area. It have been concluded that these mixtures promote the maximum 
spreading as being the mixtures with the lowest surface tension. It is possible to say that the drops which will be sprayed from these 
mixtures will immediately adsorb to the surface to be applied and spread by causing resistance against flow. When examined in this 
respect, these three surfactants forming the first group also show a significant difference in terms of other parameters. The additive 
F produced data close to the first group with the values of the drop diameters it formed and gave lower spreading results. The 
additive C provided the lowest diameter formation, while the remaining H, Pure water, J, D, E, and B produced moderate values.

In Figure 5, which shows the average results of the data obtained by applying ten surfactant mixed drops to each leaf, Vitis vinifera, 
Solanum melongena L. and Lycopersicon esculentum leaves formed the first group forming the minimum diameters of contact on 
their surfaces according to statistical analysis of the contact diameters on their leaf surfaces. It is seen that these leaves inhibit the 
formation of sudden diameters, but as shown in Figure 6, they support the maximum diameter increase over time. Although an 
impression such that the drops cannot hold on the surfaces of the leaves of Lycopersicon esculentum and Solanum melongena L. 
occurs here in terms of diameter formation at the first stage, it is actually seen that the drops applied to the surfaces are adsorbed 
strongly and prevented to flow, and that they provided a diameter increase by spreading the drops on them to the surface over time. 
Capsicum annum, Citrus lemon, Citrus sinensis leaves produced results of moderate values in terms of diameter averages. Finally, 
Habiscus esculentus differed by promoting the formation of the greatest contact diameters.

When the increase in the drop diameters on the leaf surfaces shown in Figure 6 is evaluated in terms of surface active materials, it 
has been found that the greatest increase is produced by G, F, A and I mixtures. It is known that these mixtures are the products 
that provide the lowest surface tension. Accordingly, it can be said that the surface tensions are the determinant of the spread of 

Drop Contact Diameter Findings

Figure 5: Average contact diameters of droplets created in the 3rd second 
(mm). The difference between the same letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level

Figure 6: Amount of increase in the average contact diameters created by mixtures on leaf surfaces 
in 7 seconds (mm). The difference between the same letters is insignificant at P<0.05 level
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the additives, which are composed of different components. These were followed by E, B, D and J additive mixtures, respectively, 
forming a group with other characteristics. The lowest diameter increases were obtained by pure water, C, H, and B. It can be said 
that the reason for these mixtures, which are composed of the same active ingredients other than pure water, to show the minimum 
increase in spreading diameter on different leaf surfaces is the high surface tensions they have. In the comparison of the averages 
shown in Figure 6, the importance level calculated in the test of diameter increase on the leaf surfaces over time was higher than 
the importance level of the test. Therefore, there was no significant difference between the leaves due to the increase in diameter 
on the leaf surfaces after seven seconds. However, as shown in Figure 6, it was observed that the maximum diameter increase was 
provided by leaf surfaces of Lycopersicon esculentum, Habiscus esculentus and Solanum melongena L. It has been determined that 
the leaves of Capsicum annuum plant causes significant drop diameter increase in the second level, while the lowest drop diameter 
increase is obtained from leaf surfaces of Citrus lemon, Vitis vinifera and Citrus sinensis plants.

There is a linear relationship between the contact angle and the contact height of the droplets composed of mixtures on the leaf 
surfaces as shown in Figure 7. The Pearson coefficient between the drop contact angle and the drop contact height was calculated 
as r = 0.886, so a strong positive relationship was deduced. A regression analysis was performed for contact angles to determine 
the degree of explanation of contact heights, and the R2 value was found to be 0.786. According to the obtained R2 value, contact 
angles explain only 79% of the decrease of contact heights. According to this result, it has been concluded that adding contact 
heights as a function of time to the calculations in terms of adhesiveness is a correct approach. In order to explain the total change 
in drop contact heights, the resulting simple linear regression model is expressed by the equality ŷ=0,241+0,011xx. The Pearson 
coefficient was found to be r = -0.768 in the relationship between contact angles and contact diameters that the mixtures formed 
358 on leaf surfaces. The R2 value in the regression analysis made was found to be 0.590. According to the obtained value of R2, 
the use of contact angles data just for determining the diameter increase on different leaf surfaces, in other words the spreading 
properties of the surface active substances, explains only 59% of the results obtained. Accordingly, it has been concluded that the 
evaluation of the drop contact diameter increase data as a function of time together with the drop contact angles for determining 
the effectiveness of additives is a correct method for more clear results. The equality for the simple linear regression model that is 
formed to explain the total change in the drop contact diameter is as follows: ŷ=4,675−0,025xx.

The decisive factor on the effectiveness of surfactants is determined to be the liquid surface tensions of the mixtures prepared with 
them. 

The surface tension values of the surfactants at the recommended concentration should be written on their labels. Thus, producers 
will be able to choose the surface active substance they will buy accordingly by comparing with the surface energy value of the plant 
to which they will apply.

It was found that the drops produced from C, B and H surfactants tended to flow having been not able to adsorb on the leaf surfaces 
at the end of the third second because the averages of the contact angles they formed on the leaf surfaces were higher than 800. The 
fact that these additives have a high surface tension and that their contents are composed of cellulose derivatives gives rise to the 
fact that additives with contents such as carboxymethylcellulose and sodium carboxymethylcellulose, which are widely sold in the 
market, do not give effective results. It has been found that the drops obtained from mixtures prepared with G, A and I surfactants 
exhibited spreading on the surface of the leaves to form the desired angles in the agricultural struggle. It has been determined 
according to the literature records that these surfactants had the best results among the mixtures with surface active substances 
because of their alcohol content. D, E, F, and J adjuvants formed contact angles between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, 
thus they have been classified as the category of moderate level surface active substances. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
Figure 7: Relationship between contact angles with contact heights and contact diameters
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